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Caught in a Portfolio Trap: A Behavioral Theory of the Pursuit of Radical Invention in Multi-technology Firms

We examine the development of radical technologies, distinguishing between a firm’s choice to pursue radical invention and its success in doing so. We argue that the pursuit of radical invention will be problem-driven, with firms being more likely to pursue such inventions in technological areas where their existing performance is weak. However, since poor performance is associated with weak capabilities, attempts at radical invention in areas of weakness are less likely to succeed than those in areas of strength. Multi-technology firms are thus susceptible to a portfolio trap—being more likely to pursue radical invention where they are less likely to succeed—with this effect being stronger, the greater the firm’s technological diversification, and the weaker its financial performance. We show empirical support for our arguments using patent data, adopting a novel empirical approach that distinguishes the potential radicalness of an invention from its eventual success. Our study sheds new light on the decision to pursue radical invention by examining the antecedents of this key strategic choice and highlighting its behavioral basis.